HOW TO MAINTAIN
YOUR OILED
FLOORING?
NOTE
For maximum durability, your Panaget flooring must be subject to normal wear and properly maintained. This means taking precautions against damage
by abrasive substances such as sand and gravel, and by chair and table legs and castors. How long it lasts will depend on how well you look after it.
The oiled finish maintains the natural look of the wood, and is achieved via an impregnating oil. Its solvent-free formula provides effective, long-lasting
protection for parquet flooring against stains and marks. To preserve the finish of your parquet over time, it is very important that the following instructions are
observed.
Some cleaning products may contain wax or other unsuitable ingredients which can react with the surface. We therefore recommend using Panaget products.
After laying a floor of any colour, apply a thin coat of Panaget natural maintenance oil over the whole surface.
Never use steam cleaners

DAILY MAINTENANCE:
• Regularly dust the oiled surface, using a broom or vacuum cleaner.
• To remove stubborn stains, use Panaget natural detergent.
• Always ensure the material used to apply it has been fully wrung and is not dripping (microfiber brush or sponge
brush).
• Clean only with cold water.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE: once or twice a year, depending on how much the room is used
Ensure the parquet is clean and free of dust, then:
Apply Panaget maintenance oil, and wipe with a clean, dry cotton cloth, until it shines.
Professional maintenance is quicker and easier using a single-disc electric polisher and a beige pad. If the floor is very dirty, use a red pad for increased
effectiveness. This achieves similar results to spraying, but restores the shine more quickly and cleans more thoroughly.
The floor can be used again four to eight hours after polishing.
Simple and sensible, regular maintenance regenerates the protective coating and preserves the natural, warm appearance of oiled parquet.

PARTIAL RENOVATION can be carried out in areas where there is particular damage (cigarette burns, impacts, deep scratches, etc.).
Lightly take the gloss off the area using steel wool or sandpaper, until the damage has been removed.

In a container, mix the Panaget repair oil for at least three minutes, to ensure a fully consistent substance.
Use this mixture to reimpregnate the zone with a small brush or cloth in successive thin coats, until the touch-up cannot be seen.

MAINTAINING ULYSSE PRE-OILED TEAK FLOORING:
It is essential to apply a coat of Panaget natural maintenance oil as soon as the flooring is laid. See above for day-to-day maintenance instructions.
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The drying times for two-component Panaget repair oil are as
follows: Time required before recovering: 8 hours
Definitive curing: up to 6 days

